
Bocconi University 
Milan, Italy

The full official name of Bocconi University in
Italian is Università Commerciale Luigi Bocconi.

It was established in 1902. It is a private university
located near the city center of Milan, Italy.
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There are two main campuses of Bocconi which 
are Main Building and New Building.

The university has been ranked among the top
20 best business schools in the world by The
Wall Street Journal international rankings,
especially its MBA program.

Milan is renowned as one of the world
capitals of design and fashion. It is famous
for its fashion houses and shops (such as
along via Montenapoleone) and the Galleria
Vittorio Emanuele in the Piazza Duomo
(reputed to be the world's oldest shopping
mall).

Milan (Italian: Milano)
is one of the largest
cities in Italy, located
in the plains of
Lombardy.

The Milan metropolitan area, depending on
the specific definition, has a population
ranging from 2.9 to 7.4 million.
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Italy is a really special place, not
only for studying, but also for
staying. Its culture of football,
coffee, fashion, shopping and life
enjoyment, all let me learn how to
taste my life. Also, the teaching
methods in Bocconi university was
different from City University, the
case studies and projects let me
gain a lot. It was a great experience!

Doris Ting
BBA (Marketing)

It is a wonderful opportunities to have
a chance to live and study in the
Bocconi. There are lots of chances for
me to meet people from all over the
world and communicate with them. It
is a pressure for me to travel around
Italy to know more about its cultures
and geography. Fashion,
luxuries and coffee will
make your exchange life
unforgettable.

It was once in a life time experience to
stay in Milano, Italy for half a year. The
subjects we studied in Bocconi University,
such as “Management of Fashion and
Design Company“, were really interesting.
We learned a lot about the fashion culture
of Milano. Besides academic, we watched
the football match Inter-Milan versus
Liverpool in live. We could really feel
Italian’s enthusiasm for football. I love
Milano. I love Italy. It was just like
another home of mine.

George Tsang
BBA (Marketing)

Maggie Chan
BBA (Marketing)

Italy is a wonderful historical city in Europe
and in the world. Here you can find the
heritages from the old Roman Empire
almost everywhere. Fashion, football and
cuisine are of utmost importance in the
minds of Italian people. I try to learn Italian
within the period of exchange but I found it
very difficult for us to learn it since the

pronunciation
and grammar
are totally
different with
English.

Rio Lee
BBA (Marketing)
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